Circular

Complaint against Students Behaviour from the Neighbourhood.

Dear Students

This is to inform you that we have received complaints from residents living in the neighbourhood of the School about the in-disciplined behaviour of some students and drivers coming to pick up the children. It is noted that the children are crossing the roads carelessly and causing accidents. Few other students are going to the lanes, hiding behind the residence buildings for consuming objectionable materials or unwanted purposes. Drivers are using horns aggressively and irritating the neighbours especially the elderly people.

Some kids are throwing stones on houses and cars and sometimes going and pressing calling bells of the neighbouring houses. It is informed that the wrong doings of our children and the drivers are recorded and it will be submitted to the concerned officials.

In these circumstances, it is strictly instructed that no student should go out of the campus during or after the School hours once they have reached the School. The parents and drivers have to come and pick the children from the stipulated School gates. No student should be asked to wait outside in the road, in the park or near the residence buildings.

Violation of these instructions will be noted very strictly and serious disciplinary measures will be adopted against the wrong doers.

Dr EK Mohammed Shaffe  
Principal & HOI